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1 Discovery and Rediscovery
The site of Old Kandahar lies on a ridge about three kilometers west of the center of the modern
town that was founded in the eighteenth century AD. The discovery there of Greek and Aramaic
edicts of the Mauryan king Ashoka in the middle of the twentieth century drew attention to the
site and stimulated an inference of Achaemenid presence there (Benveniste 1958:43f., Briant
1996:774, Shaked 2004:7; cf., e.g., Greenfield 1985:705). The Society for Afghan Studies (today,
the Society for South Asian Studies) carried out excavations at Old Kandahar between 1974 and
1978, under the successive direction of David Whitehouse and Svend Helms.
In 1977, the excavators found two burned fragments of cuneiform tablets in the outworks of
the citadel. The fragments were in ash and trash layers of a pit, in deposits that the final report
attributes to a loosely bounded time interval, c. 700-300 BC, on the basis of ceramic compari1
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sons with material from Pasargadae periods I-II (e.g., bowls with pronounced carination, Helms
1997:65f., 164, 298 fig. 56) and Mundigak periods VI-VII (e.g., heavy collared-rim bowls, Helms
1997:60f., 171, 303 fig. 66), as well as the presence of the tablet fragments.
Helms sent excavation photographs of the fragments to Edmond Sollberger at the British
Museum. Sollberger could read only a few signs correctly, but he recognized that the larger
fragment was part of an Achaemenid Elamite document comparable to administrative records
from Persepolis. This was a feat of extraordinary epigraphic acumen, since very few images of
Persepolis Fortification tablets had been published at the time, and none of them closely resembled the Kandahar fragments. Helms reported and illustrated the tablets in an unpublished
preliminary report in 1978 (Helms 1978, apud Briant 1984:59, 109). He published Sollberger’s
characterization in 1984 and again, along with Sollberger’s necessarily tentative and largely
meaningless reading, in 1997 (Helms 1982:13, 1997:101, cf. 25, 28, 91).
Since then, the most important implications of these fragments have been stated often and
aptly, namely, that they are scanty but substantial relics of a vanished archive; that they show
that Elamite language and script were used in administrative recording across the entire breadth
of Achaemenid Iran, from Susa to Arachosia; that they imply that administrative practices and
institutions comparable to those documented by the Persepolis archives were also installed in
Achaemenid Afghanistan (Briant 1984:59, 1996:462, 774, 784, 968; Vogelsang 1992:255-57; Stolper
2004:63; Allen 2005:117; Kuhrt 2007:814f.; Henkelman 2008:49, 78; Stein 2013:92; Stolper 2013:106
with fig. 2, Henkelman n.d., etc.)
In 2007, Amélie Kuhrt published a partial edition of the text on the larger fragment
(2007:814f.), on the basis of notes from Stolper. No images and no detailed study of the fragments have been published until now. The responsibility for that lapse belongs to Stolper, to
whom Helms sent field photographs of the tablets in 1982.
The years since 1980 have not been kind to antiquities, archaeology and museums in
Afghanistan. The joint project of the National Museum of Afghanistan and the Oriental Institute
encountered this reality when it began early in 2012 to create an inventory of the National
Museum’s collections and a digital database to manage the Museum’s holdings and records
(Stein 2012, 2013; Fisher and Stein n.d.). The circumstances are appalling. About 70% of the
National Museum’s original holdings were stolen or destroyed (Dupree 1996:42), about 150,000
objects, about ten times as many as were reported lost by the Baghdad Museum in 2003. Still
worse, 90% of the Museum’s records were also destroyed.
Members of the National Museum staﬀ knew of the existence of the Kandahar tablet fragments. They thought that they, and perhaps other tablet fragments, were still somewhere in the
Museum. Indeed, a box in the Ceramology Storeroom bore a hopeful label that said “including
Cuneiform Tablets,” but the box was empty.
In early 2013, as members of the Museum staﬀ reorganized a storeroom that contained
artifacts from the Graeco-Bactrian site of Ai Khanoum, they transferred objects of other provenances and other kinds to the respective appropriate curators. The Curator of Graeco-Bactrian
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material, Atiq Hamdard, called attention to a cuneiform tablet fragment in a tray of small clay
objects among crates of Islamic pottery. The fragment was initially thought to be an Iron Age
artifact, and so it was given the misleading collection number 12.0-1.24, where the digits 0-1
indicate a Bronze Age or Iron Age item of unknown origin.
Michael T. Fisher, Field Director of the Oriental Institute-National Museum of Afghanistan
Partnership, sent word of the fragment to Oriental Institute Director Gil Stein in Chicago. Stein
showed the message to Stolper, who guessed that it might be one of the Kandahar fragments that
Helms had found. Stolper sent scans of Helms’s excavation photographs to Kabul. Fisher confirmed the identification and sent back new high-resolution images, including those published
here with the kind permission of Dr. Omara Khan Masoudi, Director of the National Museum
of Afghanistan.

2 Tablet Fragment SF 1399 = NMA 12.0-1.24 (Fig. 1)
(deep rulings)

2.1 Layout
The fragment cited in the excavation report
and elsewhere by the field number SF 1399
measures about 5.6 × 2.6 × 2.8 cm. It has
remains of cuneiform writing on both faces
and on the preserved edge. It has no preserved
seal impression. The excavation report refers

Side A
(perpendicular)

to “grooves” on the surfaces, said to be “characteristic of the Achaemenid Elamite tablets
of Persepolis” (Helms 1997:101). These are rulings made by pressing the length of a rounded
stylus against the damp clay surface to make
guidelines for writing. Striking from a cuneiformist’s point of view is the orientation of

Edge

(deep rulings)

the rulings and the writing. They run in two
directions on each face, at right angles to
each other. In most ordinary Mesopotamian
scribal practice, this would be an error, but it
has parallels in a few Elamite documents from
the Persepolis Fortification Archive.
Fig. 1: Tablet fragment from Old Kandahar SF 1399 =
NMA 12.0-1.24 (National Museum of Afghanistan)
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Two-Way Texts and Tablets at Persepolis — Among about 6,200 Fortification tablets and

fragments with Elamite texts recorded until now, about a dozen examples have lines of text laid
out in two perpendicular orientations. No examples occur among the c. 2,200 published Elamite
Fortification documents (Hallock 1969, 1978; Arfaee 2008) or among the c. 2,600 documents in
the Nachlass of the late Richard T. Hallock now being prepared for authoritative publication by
Wouter F. M. Henkelman under the auspices of the Persepolis Fortification Archive Project at the
Oriental Institute. Even now, with a substantially enlarged sample, new details of the Persepolis
Fortification Archive continue to emerge. As the comparison with the Kandahar fragment shows,
“diplomatic” details—having to do with the relationship between the physical form of the documents and the organization and contents of their texts—may be consequential.
Almost all examples of Persepolis Fortification tablets with two-way text layout are from
documents of Categories V and W, “Journals and Accounts” in the terminology established by
Richard T. Hallock (1969:55-69). Documents of these kinds are regularly on rectangular tablets
of various sizes and aspect ratios, often laid out in tabular ledger formats that leave areas of
uninscribed space along the right margins, and sometimes the left margins, of the obverse and/
or reverse. These uninscribed margins oﬀered scribes larger open surfaces on which to continue,
conclude or supplement the text than did the left or right edges of the tablet. Persepolis scribes
used these open surfaces in several ways.
On Fort. 1992-101 (Category W, grain, years 15-17, Fig. 2a)2 the scribe first wrote four or
more lines of a concluding summary in ordinary orientation, set oﬀ by a faint column-divider, in
the open space along the right margin of the reverse, and then a final line of text in the remaining open space in perpendicular orientation. Similarly, on Fort. 0978-101 (Category T [L], grain,
year 25, Fig. 2b), the scribe wrote the identifying subscript of a letter-order around the entire
circumference of the left margin of the tablet. Later scribes at Persepolis who wrote letterorders kept in the Treasury Archive resorted to the same expedient, which leaves the left edge
of the tablet clear to display the vital seal impression of the sender: PT 13, 27, 38 (photographs
in Cameron 1948:pl. viii, xviii, xxiv).
In another letter-order, Fort. 1740-001 (Fig. 3a), the last preserved lines of the rations to be
issued are written on the right margin of the reverse, perpendicular to the main text, and later
users of the document added an Aramaic epigraph to the left margin, also perpendicular to the
main cuneiform text. On other Fortification documents, the scribe added text in open spaces
along the right margin of the obverse or reverse, oﬀsetting the lines to maintain tabular formats
(Fort. 1203-101 [Category W, grain, years 14-18, Fig. 3b], Fort. 1691-101 [Category V, year 17,
Fig. 3c], Fort. 1761-101 [Category W, grain, years 14-17, Fig. 3d], Fort. 1989-005 [Category V,
wine (and grain in lieu of wine), years 20-22, Fig. 3e]), sometimes continuing the text from the
face of the tablet onto the adjoining edge (Fort. 2043-101 [Category W, fruit, year 20, Fig. 4]).
2

Images and/or draft editions of some of the Fort. documents cited here may be viewed at the PFA Project display on
the Online Cultural and Historical Research Environment (OCHRE, see http://ochre.uchicago.edu/).
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Fort. 0978-101 Obverse

Fort. 0978-101 Lower Edge

Fort. 1992-101 Obverse

1 cm

cm
1 1cm

1 cm

Fort. 0978-101 Reverse

Fig. 2a: Fort. 1992-101 obverse (Persepolis
Fortification Archive Project, Oriental Institute)

PF-NN 1740-001 Reverse

1 cm

Fig. 2b: Fort. 0978-101 (Persepolis Fortification
Archive Project, Oriental Institute)

1 cm

Fig. 3a: PF-NN 1740-001 reverse: left, conventional lighting; right, with polarized
light and infrared filter (Persepolis Fortification Archive Project, Oriental Institute)
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Fort. 1203-101 Reverse

1 cm

Fig. 3b: Fort. 1203-101 reverse
(Persepolis Fortification Archive Project, Oriental Institute)

Fort. 1691-101 Obverse

1 cm

Fig. 3c: Fort. 1691-101 obverse
(Persepolis Fortification Archive Project, Oriental Institute)
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Fort. 1761-101 Reverse

1 cm

Fig. 3d: Fort. 1761-101 reverse
(Persepolis Fortification Archive Project, Oriental Institute)

Fort. 1989-005 Reverse

1 cm

Fig. 3e: Fort. 1989-005 reverse
(Persepolis Fortification Archive Project, Oriental Institute)
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1 cm

Fort. 2043-101 Reverse

1 cm

Fort. 2043-101 Right Edge

Fig. 4: Fort. 2043-101 reverse and right edge
(Persepolis Fortification Archive Project, Oriental Institute)
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In some cases, the text in irregular perpendicular orientation is not simply a continuation
or conclusion of the main text, but a distinct element of the contents, set oﬀ by the exceptional
orientation. On Fort. 1883-101 (Fig. 5), an animal inventory (Category W) written on the tall,
slender tablet characteristic of such documents, the lists of sheep and goats are oriented, as
usual, parallel to the short side of the tablet, but the framing sections (introduction, totals,
conclusion), are oriented parallel to the long sides in such a way that the framing texts on the
obverse and reverse are upside-down with respect to each other. On Fort. 1989-005 (Fig. 3e), a
document recording outlays of wine, the perpendicular text indicates amounts of grain registered in lieu of wine:
146 bel 22-na, 184 bel 21-na PAP 230 ŠE.BARMEŠ hu-el GIŠGEŠTINMEŠ-na kurman PN-na ‘146 (BAR), 22nd
year; 184 (BAR) 21st year; total 230 (BAR) of barley, counterpart? of wine, allocation of PN’ (lines
44-48, cf., with alternative, “Elamite,” syntax, ŠE.BARMEŠ GIŠtarmuMEŠ hu-el-me PF-NN 0316:09-11,
see Hinz and Koch 1987:684)
Similarly, on Fort. 1203-101 and Fort. 1761-101 (Figs. 3b, d), the perpendicular text records
a procedural irregularity, so that the irregular orientation highlights a departure from the
expected conclusion (see Stolper n.d.):
halmi mušinna pitika mušinma inni tingiš meni ŠE.BARMEŠ hi mazzimaz<zi> huttukka ‘the sealed
(document) of account was lost, they did not send it for (this) account, (but/so) then the
withdrawal of this grain was done (= registered?)’ (Fort. 1203-101:01ʺ-03ʺ)
ŠE.BARMEŠ mušinna pitika inni tingiš meni ŠE.BARMEŠ hi mazzimazzi huttukka ‘the (record of) grain

of (i.e., entered in) the account was lost, they did not send it, (but/so) then the withdrawal
of this grain was done (= registered?) (Fort. 1761-11:29-21)
In some examples, the two-way layout was neither an expedient way of fitting in a text overrun nor a way of adding visual emphasis to a section of text, but a planned way of organizing
tabulations on one tablet face and running text on the opposite face, oriented perpendicular to
each other (Fort. 0661-101 [Category V, fruit, year 19, Fig. 6a], Fort. 1242-101 [Category W, fruit,
years 18-19, Fig. 6b], Fort. 1265-101 [Category W, fruit, year 19, Fig. 6c], Fort. 1371-102 [Category
W, fruit, year 19, Fig. 6d]. The headings of the tabulations on the reverses of Fort. 1242-101 and
Fort. 1265-101 are identical, as far as they are preserved, naming the same person in the syntactically distinctive phrase Mirinzana halmima ‘according to [lit. in] a document [of] Mirinzana,’
reflecting Persian rather than Elamite word-order, a similarity that suggests that the two tablets
are the work of a single scribe, perhaps composed in related circumstances.)
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In some examples, text is added in space where the original rulings have been wiped away
(e.g., Fort. 1761-101 [Fig. 3d], Fort. 1991-104 [Category W, animals, Fig. 7a]), but more examples
have careful rulings in both orientations, like the fragments from Old Kandahar (e.g., Fort. 0005-101
[Category V or W, Fig. 7b], Fort. 1203-101 [Fig. 3b], 1691-101 [Fig. 3c], 1883-101 [Fig. 5], 2043-101
[Fig. 4]).

Fort. 1883-101 Obverse

1 cm

Fort. 1883-101 Reverse

1 cm

Fig. 5: Fort. 1883-101
(Persepolis Fortification Archive Project, Oriental Institute)
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Fort. 0661-101 Obverse

1 cm

Fort. 0661-101 Reverse

1 cm

Fig. 6a: Fort. 0661-101
(Persepolis Fortification Archive Project, Oriental Institute)
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1 cm

Fort. 1242-101 Obverse

Fort. 1242-101
Reverse

1 cm

Fig. 6b: Fort. 1242-101
(Persepolis Fortification Archive Project, Oriental Institute)
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Fort. 1265-101 Obverse

1 cm

Fort. 1265-101 Reverse

1 cm

Fig. 6c: Fort. 1265-101
(Persepolis Fortification Archive Project, Oriental Institute)
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Fort. 1371-102
Obverse

1 cm

Fort. 1371-102
Reverse

1 cm

Fig. 6d: Fort. 1371-102
(Persepolis Fortification Archive Project, Oriental Institute)

Fort. 1991-104
Obverse?

1 cm

Fig. 7a: Fort. 1991-104 obverse? (Persepolis
Fortification Archive Project, Oriental
Institute)
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2.2 Edition

The fragmentary state of the tablet fragment SF 1399 and the two-way layout of the text on it
make it hard to be certain of the orientation and sequence of the preserved text. The upward
turn of the second line on one face (here, Side B), apparently avoiding a previously inscribed
area, suggests the following as the most likely sequence and reading.

Transliteration

Translation

Side A (Deep Rulings)
(01ʹ)

[

]

(blank)

(02ʹ)

[

]

(blank)

(03ʹ)

[

]

(blank)

(04ʹ)

[

]

(blank)

(05ʹ)

[

]

(blank)

(06ʹ)

[

]

(blank)

(07ʹ)

[

]

(blank)

Side B (Deep Rulings)
(01ʺ)

[

]
⌈30⌉[

(02ʺ)

]

(03ʺ)

[

]

(04ʺ)

[

]

(05ʺ)

PAP 30 [

30

]

Side A (Perpendicular)
(01ʹʺ)
[
]⌈x kur?⌉-taš

Total

30

… workers?

Edge
(01ʺʺ)

[

] x hi ŠÀ-ma

… including

Side B (Perpendicular)
(01ʺʺʹ)

[

(02ʺʺʹ)

[

] x šu-tur da-ka₄
] ⌈ši? na?⌉ e-ri šu-tur da-ka₄

… balance on deposit
… its? … balance on deposit

Comments
A 01ʺʹ

Or: [hu]-⌈ut?⌉-taš, ‘he/they did’.

Edge

Space for three or four lines follows 01ʺʺ.

B 02ʺʺʹ

Less likely: x GIŠ!pír-ri (a fruit; cf. PF 0253).
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3 Tablet Fragment SF 1400
The second excavated fragment, field number SF 1400, has not
yet reappeared in the National Museum’s collections. Helms’s
field photograph (Fig. 8) shows one surface from the right edge
of a rectangular tablet, with the lower parts of three or four
cuneiform characters and the ends of five more ruled lines.
No meaningful reading of the fragmentary signs can be
oﬀered. Possibilities include:
⌈ 3/zí/ú ka₄/ud mar/ra/ŠE.BARMEŠ⌉
It is possible, but not demonstrable, that the two fragments
are from a single tablet; they do not join.

Fig. 8: Tablet fragment from Old
Kandahar SF 1400 (Svend Helms)

4 Contents and Comparanda
The phrase that appears twice in the preserved text of the fragment SF 1399, Elamite šutur daka
(Fig. 9), rendered here as ‘balance on deposit’ occurs many times in Elamite texts from the
Persepolis Fortification Archive, almost always in one of two contexts.
In the first place, it occurs at or near the end of balanced accounts of transactions done during a specified accounting period (one, two, or more years) with a particular commodity (grain,
wine, fruit, etc.), under the administration of a single district center. These balanced accounts
are usually near the end of ledgers of the kind that Hallock classified as Categories V and W,
“Journals and Accounts.” The normal framework of the balanced account (with some variations
in detail and order) is this:
x carry-over (usually El. amma, ‘on hand’)
+

x receipts (usually El. haduš, ‘revenue’)

=

x total on hand (El. amma)

-

outlays (El. makka, ‘disbursed,’ mazzika, ‘withdrawn,’ and other terms)

=

x balance (El. šutur daka or daka)

When the account deals with more than one year, the balance (šutur) from the first year is
the carry-over in the second.
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Fig. 9: SF 1399 Side B, detail
(National Museum of Afghanistan)

In the second place, the phrase šutur daka is the distinguishing mark of another of Hallock’s
categories of Elamite Fortification documents, Category C2, which he called “Accounting
Balances.” Here, the phrase šutur daka labels a quantity said to be ‘reckoned’ (El. hasika or aššaka)
or ‘accounted for’ (El. mušan, mušime huttuk). The phrase sometimes follows lists of receipts,
expenditures and transfers. As Mark Garrison and Wouter Henkelman have recognized, these
documents are to be understood as “field accounts,” that is, calculations of interim balances on
hand at regional centers—in eﬀect, preliminary audits of information to be compiled in final
accounts. Such interim balances and audits are sometimes mentioned in documents of other
kinds (Stolper n.d.); in addition to the passages of Fort. 1203-101 and Fort. 1761-101, cited above,
for example:
PN ak akkayaše nanbe PN2 halmi bel 21-na dakana inni nuku dunaš mara (sic) ‘PN and his associates say: “PN2 did not give us a sealed document of what was carried forward on deposit
from year 21 (i.e., verification of the starting balance for the accounting period concerned)”’
PF 1957:37f. (Category V, cf. Brosius 2003:276);

mušin hi bel 21-na MN 12 nan parka PN nuku dunuš GN partetašma mušin hi bel 15-na bel 16-na
PN2 inni tingiš ‘this account PN gave to us in? year 21, month MN, day 12, at the ‘paradise’
at Persepolis, but PN2 did not send this (corresponding) account for? years 15 and 16’
PF-NN 2280:55-57 (W, end of text, documenting livestock in years 17, 18, 19 and 20).
Many texts give a clear arithmetic foundation for Hallock’s translation of šutur as ‘balance,’
either a starting balance or a balance carried forward after computation. Nevertheless, Elamite
philologists find room for disagreement about this translation. Hallock (1969:15) surmised that
the administrative meaning of šutur, ‘(accounting) balance,’ shares a general semantic range of
‘correctness’ with the well-established meaning of šutur, ‘right, rectitude, justice,’ elsewhere
in Elamite: in inscriptions of Darius I (DB El. §51 (~ Old Persian §63) iii 80, corresponding to
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Old Persian ṛštam, Akkadian dīnātu; DNb El. 5, corresponding to Old Persian rāštam, Akkadian
kittu) and in older Elamite royal inscriptions and personal names. The Elamite lexicon of Hinz
and Koch (1987:1187) prefers to take this semantic range not as underlying, but as primary,
treating šutur in Fortification texts as adverbial, rendering šutur daka as ‘richtig deponiert,’ and
counterpart phrases similarly (e.g., šutur … mazzika, ‘ordnungsgemäss … entnommen worden,’
PF 0272:15).
It is diﬃcult to reconcile the very general adverbial interpretation, ‘correctly,’ with the kinds
of semantic diﬀerentiation that administrative records call for. Achaemenid Elamite uses of the
nominal šutur in adverbial sense do indeed appear, both in the Bisotun inscription (šutur GN inni
lippugidda, ‘I was not truly? at Babylon,’ DB El. §18 i 73, without counterpart in Old Persian or
Akkadian) and in a Fortification text (am šutur amda inni šinimak, ‘now truly? he is not coming at
present’ PF 1858:12 [Category T, letter]). Proposed translations of even these passages, however,
require departure from an underlying notion of ‘correctness.’ That is, they use ‘truly’ in the
sense of ‘actually,’ rather than in the sense of ‘appropriately.’ In the common usage of šutur daka
in the administrative records of the Fortification Archive, the nuance of ‘correctness’ is still more
inappropriate. In the balanced accounts of V and W documents, the phrase labels a line-item,
and in C2 field accounts it labels a result. To characterize the arithmetic basis of this line-item
or result, and not others, as ‘correct,’ or to characterize the handling of this quantity of commodities, and not others, as ‘correct,’ would be otiose and meaningless for recording purposes.
In all occurrences of šutur daka in Fortification texts, and in most other occurrences of šutur
in other phrases, it is more straightforward to understand šutur as a nominal form in apposition
to the itemized amount, rather than as an adverbial modifying the following verbal form; hence
‘x (amount) balance on deposit,’ rather than ‘x (amount) correctly (or: actually) on deposit.’
The other preserved phrase in the fragment SF 1499, hi ŠÀ-ma (Fig. 10), rendered here as
‘including,’ has a wider distribution in Persepolis Fortification documents. It is especially frequent, again, in journals and accounts, and again often in balanced accounts. In those contexts,
it introduces breakdowns of totals on hand, that is, of line-items labeled with El. amma.

Fig. 10: SF 1399 Edge, detail
(National Museum of Afghanistan)
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5 Implications
In the light of these formal and contextual details, Sollberger’s insight about the Kandahar
fragments was even better founded than he could have known. The rectangular shape of the
tablets from which the fragments came (at Persepolis, characteristic of journals and accounts
and rare in documents of other kinds), the layout of the texts in perpendicular arrays (with
close parallels in Persepolis journals and accounts), the repeated phrase šutur daka (regular in
Persepolis balanced accounts) along with hi ŠÀ-ma (frequent in Persepolis balanced accounts)—
the convergence of all these strongly implies that the fragments from Old Kandahar came from
documents like the journals and accounts of the Persepolis Fortification Archive.
If they were alike in form and contents, they were also alike in function. If the extant Old
Kandahar fragment does in fact come from a balanced account, that requires that there were
revenues and expenditures to balance. As Amélie Kuhrt commented (2007:815), it implies “the
existence of other texts on the basis of which the account was compiled, and the operation
of bureaucratic procedures close to those of Persepolis,” and not only procedures, but also a
regional population organized, supported, and controlled in ways similar to what prevailed in
the region around Persepolis. To amplify the basis of this inference requires a restatement of
the essentials of information flow in the Persepolis Fortification Archive.
Most of the Elamite Fortification documents are of two sorts, distinguished by physical characteristics, contents, and place in the information-handling sequence. The first sort includes
memoranda of single, completed administrative transactions and of single bookkeeping items,
including both records of assets and credits (most of Categories A-H) and records of debits, outlays and consumption (most of Categories J-S). Almost all are written on small, tongue-shaped
tablets, formed around knotted strings, most of them with seal impressions representing the
concurrence of parties to the transactions and/or authorizing oﬃcials. The second main sort
includes the journals and accounts, most of them being records that compile, tabulate, summarize and digest information about assets and outlays drawn from the single-item memoranda.
Almost all of these are on rectangular tablets in various ledger or tabular formats, most of them
with seal impressions representing the central accounting personnel at Persepolis. Memoranda
recording the execution of transactions, drawn up at many sites in the region around Persepolis,
were gathered and sent to a central administrative oﬃce at Persepolis; there, they were collated and digested into ledgers. The memoranda were created early in the process, meant to be
discarded after their contents were transcribed. The ledgers were created late in the process,
to be held on file for an indefinite time. The Persepolis Fortification Archive as we have it represents an arrested moment in this information flow, a collection that combines unprocessed,
ephemeral memoranda with processed, durable ledgers, set aside in dead storage (in more detail,
and including other categories of documents, see Jones and Stolper 2008:36-37; Henkelman
2008:136-38).
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On the basis of this understanding of the tens of thousands of tablets and fragments from the
Persepolis Fortification, the appearance at Old Kandahar of a single fragment recording balances
on deposit points to a similar recording process; hence, to a now-lost administrative archive,
a sort of “Kandahar Fortification Archive;” hence, to a collection of primary documents from
which balances were computed; hence, to stations where primary documents were produced
and to a central institution where the information was compiled; hence, to an administrative
province that this central institution monitored.

6 Kandahar and Arachosia
The identity of this inferred province and the identity of its center depend on the provenance
of the tablet fragments. That the fragments came from a known excavated locus other than
Persepolis, not from a collection or a market, makes them exceptional among Achaemenid
Elamite administrative documents.3 The secondary context in which the Old Kandahar fragments were found, ash and trash layers of a pit (Helms 1997:28, 292 fig 43 [locus 6, 503.10]),
leaves room for uncertainty. Nevertheless, it is not likely that documents or fragments of this
kind were transported very far from their source in antiquity to be discarded. It is very likely
that when their useful life ended they were discarded locally. In the absence of reason to think
otherwise we must adopt the working assumption that these fragments originated at or near
the citadel of Old Kandahar.4
In that case, the citadel of Old Kandahar once stood in relation to Achaemenid Arachosia as
the ‘fortress’ (El. halmarraš) of Persepolis stood in relation to Achaemenid Persia. This bolsters the
view that Kandahar is the place called Kandaraš in the Persepolis documents (Koch 1993b:22ﬀ.)
rather than Ghandara (Bernard 1974:181 n.30; Hinz and Koch 1987:430; Bivar 1988:205; Vallat
1993:125f.); and it therefore bolsters the view that Kandaraš was the administrative and political center of Achaemenid Arachosia as implied, for example, by Persepolis Fortification texts
3

On the Elamite tablet excavated at Qaṣr-i Abu Naṣr, near Shiraz, but probably originating at Persepolis, see Henkelman, Jones and Stolper 2006; Stolper 2014. The Achaemenid date of the tablets excavated at Armavir Blur, in Armenia,
remains a matter of disagreement (Diakonoﬀ and Jankowska 1990; Koch 1993a, Vallat 1995, 1997; Steve et al. 2002:485).

4

The provenance of other items from Afghanistan bearing cuneiform script is uncertain or ill defined: a fragment of
a Late Babylonian legal text with an Aramaic epigraph, apparently of late Achaemenid date, said to have been purchased at the bazaar of Saraj-Khwaja, near Kabul (Bottéro 1956:25-30, and for reservations on provenance ibid. 28,
30); a fragment of silver with two cuneiform signs of evident Elamite origin, of uncertain date and uncertain original
provenance, part of a coin hoard of uncertain original composition attributed to the Achaemenid period, said to have
been found in Kabul in 1933 (Schlumberger 1953:41 No. 12 and pl. V III, 12, cf. 45, and for reservations on composition
of the hoard, ibid. 31 n. 3); a lost, perhaps non-existent rock inscription said to be in the vicinity of Takht-i Sangin,
now in Tajikistan (Pitschikjan 1992:13).
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that record issues of travel rations on the authority of governors at the travelers’ point of origin
(Category Q): for example, Bakabaduš (Ir. Bagabāduš) and Irdatakma (Ir. Artātaxma) authorized
rations for travelers from Kandaraš to Susa (e.g., PF 1358, PF-NN 0431) and from Arachosia (El.
Haraumatiš, e.g., PF 1351, PF-NN 1898) (the observations of Vogelsang 1985:82-85 require correction and completion; see, for now, Koch 1993b:22-31; on Kandahar as the political center of
an Achaemenid “greater Arachosia,” Vogelsang 1985:91).
Furthermore, understanding the Old Kandahar cuneiform fragments as relics of a lost
administrative archive bolsters the supposition that Kandahar was the seat of the men who
appear in Aramaic inscriptions on chert mortars, pestles and plates discovered in the Treasury
at Persepolis, men entitled ‘treasurer’ (Aram. gnzbr, transcribing Ir. *ganzabara), specifically ‘in
Arachosia’ (Aram. bhrwhwty; Bowman 1970). Most commentators on these peculiar artifacts
(perhaps a generation or more younger than the Fortification Archive) are in broad agreement (against the interpretation of the first editor of the inscriptions, Raymond A. Bowman),
that these ‘treasurers’ supervised oﬃcials called ‘subtreasurers’ (Aram. ʾpgnzbr, transcribing
Ir. *hupaganzabara) who were stationed at several places called ‘fortresses’ (Aram. byrt). In
this consensus, the Aramaic texts written on symbolic sumptuary items that were held in the
Persepolis Treasury imply a regional administrative organization in Achaemenid Arachosia that
was broadly comparable to the one that the Elamite administrative tablets reflect in Persia, with
a central treasurer overseeing several district centers (e.g., Bernard 1972:175; Briant, 1996:445f.,
966; Greenfield 1983:705; Koch 1993b:26-7; Naveh and Shaked 1973:451; Stolper 2000:287). The
Kandahar fragments add to this supposition the further nuance that in Arachosia, as in Persia,
Aramaic was not the only language of the Achaemenid chancellery. If subsequent remains of a
“Kandahar Fortification Archive” ever come to light, we can expect them to be at least trilingual
(that is, to show at least one Iranian language transcribed in Aramaic and Elamite writing) and
perhaps multilingual.
These are not new ideas. The full documentation of the Old Kandahar fragments given
here simply adds support to existing general understandings of Achaemenid Arachosia. More
ambitious steps remain to be taken elsewhere: first, a re-summary and re-synthesis of explicit
evidence of contact between Persepolis and Arachosia as it continues to emerge from the growing corpus of Persepolis Fortification Archive; then, systematic comparison with evidence of
similar contact between Persepolis and other nodes of control.
The most conspicuous term of comparison is the Achaemenid Elamite administrative document believed to come from Susa, MDP 11 308 (see Garrison 1996), recording provisions allocated to the royal court in terms that conform exactly to those of counterpart documents from
the Fortification Archive and bearing the impression of a seal used on counterpart documents
at Persepolis. Another terse Elamite administrative document (MDP 28 468) may also be of
Achaemenid date, though it lacks seal impression, proper nouns or other specifics to confirm
this supposition. The narrow implications of the presumed Susa tablet (e.g., Briant 2010:34) and
of the Kandahar fragments are diﬀerent but complementary. The Susa tablet is explicit evidence
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for comparable handling of assets; some of the uninscribed clay sealings excavated at Susa,
formed around knotted strings and bearing Achaemenid seals and generally comparable to items
from the Persepolis Treasury (MDP 43 2202-03, 2226, 2230-31, etc., see Henkelman, Jones and
Stolper 2004:38f.), may be seen in the same light. The Kandahar fragment is explicit evidence
for comparable handling of information. It is likely that there once was a “Susa Fortification
Archive” and it is probable that there once was a “Kandahar Fortification Archive,” but it is not
necessary that either was identical in scale and scope to the Persepolis Fortification Archive
and it is probable that they were diﬀerent in scale and scope from each other. If there was not a
palace complex like the one at Persepolis, and if the royal family did not maintain a comparable
presence, then the records and transactions that once preceded the ledgers that the Kandahar
fragments represent may have been less numerous and less diverse than those of Persepolis,
involving diﬀerent assets, people and oﬃces. Even if the postulated archive and the administrative province that it served corresponded in form and expression to what can be discerned at
Persepolis, cells of imperial administration probably connected with regional assets, organizations, and societies in diﬀerent ways.
Our eﬀorts at synthesis and comparison are doomed to be fragmentary, the boundaries
of our inferences are doomed to be close, and the ancient realities and circumstances that
we can imagine are doomed to be vague, but they can only be imagined through the lens of
the Persepolis Fortification Archive. Seen through this lens, the Kandahar fragments and the
Susa tablet allow us to glimpse imperial organization across the Iranian territories of the
Achaemenid empire, regions whose separate histories we do not know even as well we know
those of Babylonia, Egypt, Syria or Anatolia.
Michael T. Fisher
mtf@uchicago.edu
Matthew W. Stolper
m-stolper@uchicago.edu
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Abbreviations
Aram.

Aramaic

ARTA

Achaemenid Research on Texts and Archaeology

El.

Elamite

Fort.

Elamite tablet, fragment and/or text recorded by the Persepolis Fortification
Archive Project

Ir.

Iranian

MDP 11

Scheil 1911

MDP 28

Scheil 1939

MDP 43

Amiet 1972

NABU

Nouvelles Assyriologiques Brèves et Utilitaires

PF

Elamite text published in Hallock 1969

PF-NN

Elamite text in draft editions by R.T. Hallock, cited from collated and corrected
editions by W.F.M. Henkelman

PT

Elamite text published in Cameron 1948
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